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Director Dental Services  
By/par  Colonel Scott Becker 

Directeur - Service dentaire  

Wow! What a winter! I know everyone 
outside the NCR was really feeling bad that 
we got 425 cm of snow this winter (that’s 14 
ft) just 9cm off the all-time record. I am sure 
most of that wound up on my street and 
what didn’t; the 
snowplow found it and 
made a small mountain 
range at the bottom of 
my driveway most days. 
Alors que je dégageais 
quotidiennement la porte 
d’entrée à la maison, 
j’avais des souvenirs 
mémorables de mon 
cours de guerre hivernale 
à Petawawa. Finalement, 
le printemps est arrivé et 
on peut clairement 
entendre le son des 
RAPs et des bâtons de 
golf que l’on dépoussière 
pour une autre saison. 
 
This has been quite a busy and momentous 
year. In fact, considering the progress we 
have made on CFDS RESTORE, I would 
say that 2007/2008 will go down as a 
landmark period in Dental Corps history.  
The RESTORE initiative, which addresses 
too-long standing deficiencies in numbers of 
clinical providers, support staff, and 
infrastructure, will infuse roughly 190 more 
warm bodies into the Branch over several 
phases. J’espère sincèrement que la 
restauration de la Branche à un niveau de 
viabilité sera complétée au courant des 5 

prochaines années. Le travail est déjà 
amorcé et plusieurs d’entres vous 
connaissez, êtes impliqués ou affectés par 
les démarches multilatérales en cours dans 
ce dossier. 

 
Le Groupe de travail hivernal à 
Trenton fut un franc succès et 
j’ai grandement apprécié 
l’opportunité de quitter Ottawa 
pour vous rencontrer à 
nouveau. Un point saillant lors 
de notre soirée rencontre fut 
certes notre interprétation de 
la chanson en groupe “Raise a 
little Hell” ainsi que ce qui 
pourrait devenir notre chanson 
thème “We’re Still Standing”.  
Kudos to Major Groves for his 
creativity on the “Corps Wars” 
movie video.  The 
performances at the mess 
dinner of Majors Frank Hedley 

and Francine Lavoie, as well as the MoMo 
dance of MWO Tim Morash and Maj 
Nathalie Morin, will never be forgotten.  
Sitting beside BGen Jaeger, who was all 
smiles, I heard her remark that the Dental 
Corps really knew how to have fun at a 
mess dinner! Memorable fun was had by all, 
without anyone winding up in jail.  Well 
done. 
  
Aside from RESTORE, PERs, AMOR, 
CFHIS, the WWG, business planning, end 
fiscal accounting, etc, etc at the Directorate, 
care and feeding of the Branch posting plots 
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A new mess dinner tradition? – 
the ‘Royal Promenade’ 

Une nouvelle coutume du dîner?- 
la ‘Promenade royale’ 

has occupied much of my time this spring. 
The career managers, CWO Leitch, 1 DU 
command team and myself have had many 
hard sessions trying to balance the needs of 
individual members and service 
requirements. C’est un pèlerinage annuel 
que nous prenons très au sérieux en 
sachant bien que nous affections les 
carrières, les familles et la capacité 
d’accomplir la mission. Bien que nous ne 
puissions faire plaisir à tous, je suis 
convaincu qu’à la fin du cycle nous avons 
trouvé la meilleure solution possible. 
  
I would be remiss without passing along my 
congratulations to LCol Goheen for his 
multiple successes in a command role 

(sounds like the Oscars) for squeezing 
many more millions of dollars out of the 
system to facilitate more needed dental care 
delivery. 
 
I hear the patients are very grateful but the 
Det staffs are not so sure considering the 
extra work it entailed. >;-) 
 
Know that I remain totally committed to the 
success and implementation of CFDS 
RESTORE ultimately generating a Dental 
Corps that is properly resourced to the 
mission and is a workplace that produces 
happy smiles from mission command, the 
patients and the staff.  

Maj Alain Ross in Kandahar, with the Christmas 
goodies sent to him by D Dent Svcs staff. 

A Kandahar, maj Alain Ross montre fièrement 
tous les cadeaux reçus du Directorat   
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Congratulations to: 
 

Retirements & Releases  
 

Major Lee Chamberlain , who retired from the CF and CFDS on 18 Jan 2008 with 25 years of 
service.  Major Chamberlain, his wife Louise, and their children, Lance, Lucas, and Lauren, plan to 
remain in the Halifax region.  Dr Chamberlain will be opening a specialty practice in oral and 
maxillofacial surgery in Fall River, Nova Scotia. 
 

Major Tony Nguyen , who retired from the CFDS on 1 Feb 2008 with 20 years of service.  
Maj Nguyen, his wife Dr Jennifer Nguyen, and their children Melissa, Anthony, and Brittany plan to 
remain in the Ottawa area. 
 

Cpl Michelle White , who released from the CF on 25 Feb 2008. 
 

Sgt MelanieTousignant , who released from the CF on 15 Apr 2008. 
 

Capt Blair Dalgliesh , who is releasing from the CF on 29 Apr 2008 after 8 years of service. He is 
planning to return to Manitoba with his wife Larissa Kanhai and son Elijah to commence a residency 
in Oral Maxillofacial Surgery. 
 

Capt Tim Giddens , who is releasing from the CF on 9 May 2008 after 7 years of service. He is 
planning to return to Nova Scotia with his wife Vivian Hsu and work in private practice in the 
Amherst area. 
 

MCpl Leona Kerr,  who is releasing from the CF on 14 May 2008. 
 

Capt Sean McIntosh , who is releasing from the CF on 31 May 2008. 
 

Promotions  
 

Maj Tim Barter, promoted 15 Jan 2008 
Sgt Andrea Plante, promoted 4 Mar 2008 
MCpl Line Plante, promoted 1 Dec 2007 
MCpl Susanne Richard, promoted 1 Dec 2007 
 
 

MCpl Line Plante, a hygiene student at La 
Cité, was promoted to her current rank by 

Col Becker, D Dent Svcs and WO Remi 
Desmarais, in Dec 2007. Congratulations! 

 

MCpl Susanne Richard was recently 
promoted at Dental Det Borden. Capt Debbie 

Pawluk, A/Det Comd and MCpl Brenda 
Alkerton, Asst Cl Coord, presented MCpl 

Richard with her new rank.   Congratulations!  
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Branch Chief Warrant Officer Corner 
By CWO P.G. Leitch / par adjuc P.G. Leitch  

CFDS Branch CWO / adjuc du SDFC   

Coin de l’ adjutant -chef du SDFC  

Cpl Sandra Pardy and Maj Alain Ross 
enjoy a coffee in Kandahar. 

As I write, snow is still on the ground but 
spring is definitely in the air. The winds are 
warm, the air is fresh and the birds are 
singing outside my window.  
 
It’s PER season for a number of you. For me, 
spring represents posting plots and 
promotions. This year, I had mistakenly 
thought it would be a quiet year; however, it is 
turning out not to be the case. With the 
coming on line of the AS02 admin positions in 
the five larger centres, and the possibility of a 
number of our Sr. Dent Techs being 
successful candidates, this could result in 
some unexpected promotions down the chain. 
It also means that the posting plot for this 
year can’t be finalized until it is known who 
will be affected by these changes. Where 
possible, the Career Manager is cutting 
posting messages—some of you may have 
already received yours. 
 
Another QL5A Dent Tech Crse is in house. 
This course is running with 10 RegF and 1 
ResF candidates, with graduation on 7 May 
2008. As for running a QL6A Dent Tech Crse 
this Fall, to date no decision has been made 
whether the Branch will ask the school to run 
one. It will all depend on the fallout of 
promotions this FY. 
 
Still no news on the recruiting incentive 
changes for Dent Tech. I should be hearing 
something within the next few weeks. Also, no 
news coming out of the province of Quebec 
for instructing to Intra-Oral (Level II) and being 
able to work within those duties. I should be 
hearing something by the end of May. Both 
these items have been on the books for well 
over a year. 
 
There will be four hygiene program starts this 
coming September. Congratulations to the 
following: Cpl Steacy Hollands (Algonquin 

College), Cpl Genevieve McLelland (George 
Brown College), Cpl Jody Snow (George Brown 
College), and Cpl Julie Belisle (La Cité 
collégiale). 
  
Dental Assisting Annual Conference Update: 
Planning for the 2008 National Symposium in 
Fredericton continues for 25-28 September. 
The symposium organizing committee has 
selected Diane Dupuy, founder of the Famous 
People Players (www.fpp.org/diane-
visionary.html), as keynote speaker. All 
speakers and events are now confirmed. The 
preliminary program will be in the CDAA e-mail 
newsletter in May. 
 
It seems CDHA will not be holding an annual 
conference this year; therefore, some items of 
interest for the Dental Hygienists are: 
Navigating the Imagination: A Leadership 
Invitational, May 26-28, Banff AB; The 3rd 
CDHA Independent Practice Workshop, June 
20, Toronto ON; and, CDHA Product Showcase 
Goes Live, June 21, Toronto ON.   
 
The 93rd birthday of the Dental Corps is coming 
up (May 13th). I will be curious to hear how all of 
you will be celebrating it at within your Unit 
lines. `Till next time, stay safe, be happy.
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BGen (retd) Bill Thompson presented the 
Thompson Trophy to 1 Dental Unit 

Bgén (ret) Thompson a présenté le Trophée 
Thompson à la 1ère Unité Dentaire 

Cmdt 1re Unité Dentaire / CO 1 Dental Unit 
by/par LCol Kevin Goheen 

 et / and 
CWO Dan Giroux adjuc 

 

MILITEM PRAEPARAMUS  

Good times coming…. 
 
(Info worth sharing with the whole CFDS family) 
 
No matter how you look at it, last year was a 
tough year. Funding restraints prevented us 
from backfilling a lot of missing staff and we 
TD’d folks everywhere under the sun to meet 
operational objectives. We did, however, finish 
the year on a high 
note when the 
Commander offered 
up $1.6M in Blue 
Cross year-end 
money in response 
to predictions that 
we would hit all-
time low dental 
fitness 
levels…which we 
did…66% at end 
Jan 08. That aside, 
we can’t tell you 
how proud we were 
to see the results of 
that final push and 
we could tell that it 
was your 

commitment to your 
patients that pulled 
it off. Wonderful 
effort by all, and in 
particular we’re 
compelled to 
mention that Det Trenton was able to polish off 
the highest dollar value in Blue Cross patient 
care funds by expending more than $211K 
…Fantastic!  Note also that this Det had the 
most impact on a per capita basis, which 
translates into $612 per patient! Phenomenal!! 
Indeed, well done to all involved in this great 
success story.    
 
Despite our great finish it’s a bit bittersweet and 
certainly frustrating for anyone who likes to plan 
activities on a full fiscal year. We bet you’ve 

asked yourself more than once, “why don’t these 
guys give us this kind of money at the first of the 
year when we need it most?”…right? Doesn’t 
make sense to us either but it’s the way the CF 
financial game goes…so you have to be an 
opportunist. OK, so what’s up for this year? 
Well, the RSM and I recently asked for audience 
at the Commander’s Executive so we could 
present a “1 Dental Unit Funding Strategies” 

decision brief. The 
result was 
extremely positive 
and encouraging. 
We now have $2M 
dollars more to start 
with than we spent 
in all of last year, 
which we will 
commit the bulk of 
immediately to HR 

augmentation. 
Kudos to our 
Commander!! As a 
result, MWO 
Luneau will be 
releasing messages 
soon that support 
virtually all of your 
current staffing 
requests and we’ve 
still got a little Blue 
Cross and contract 
money left in the 
bank! The message 

here is that help is on its way! 
 
Our last remark is that we need to take 
advantage of every angle possible to stabilize 
and even turn back the dental fitness trends 
we’ve seen in the past few years. Blue Cross is 
not our preferred way of delivering dental care 
because of the administrative and quality control 
concerns…but if we can achieve reasonable 
staffing levels in the Dets it will be a fantastic 
way to take a “bite” out of the “dental debt”. As 
we start the fiscal year, we at HQ ask once 
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again for your support and patience as we move 
confidently ahead. We’re certain that we will 
soon be rewarded with a full-up OP RESTORE 
but until then remember that we are already 
much better off than last year. Hang in there; 
we’re poised for an amazing new beginning. 
 
With sincere thanks and appreciation, 
 
LCol Goheen, A/CO and CWO Giroux, Unit 
RSM 
 
Le meilleur est à venir … 
 
(De l’information qui mérite d’être partagé avec 
la famille du SDFC) 
 
Peu importe la façon dont vous le voyez, l’année 
dernière a été une année difficile.  Des 
restrictions financières nous ont beaucoup 
empêché l’embauche d’employés et nous avons 
dû envoyer plusieurs de notre personnel en 
devoir temporaire un peu partout, pour être en 
mesure de rencontrer nos objectifs 
opérationnels.  Malgré tout, nous avons terminé 
l’année sur une note un peu plus positive, 
lorsque le commandant du Gp de Services de 
santé nous a offert 1,6 millions de dollars à 
dépenser pour le traitement dentaire et ce,  par 
le biais de la Croix Bleue.  En effet, cet argent 
nous a été alloué en réponse à certaines 
prédictions indiquant que nous atteignions le 
seuil historique le plus bas de santé dentaire – 
que nous avons d’ailleurs atteint - soit de 66% 
en date de janv. 08.   Nous pouvons difficilement 
vous exprimer combien nous étions fiers de 
constater les résultats de cette dernière 
mobilisation, sachant que c’est votre 
dévouement envers vos patients qui vous a 
donné la force d’aller jusqu’au bout.  Malgré 
l’excellent travail de tous, nous aimerions 
souligner le dét dent de Trenton qui a dépensé 
le plus gros montant d’argent pour les soins 
dentaires, soit de plus de 211 000 $… 
merveilleux!  Leurs efforts se sont aussi traduits 
par le plus fort impact financier par patient, 
atteignant la somme moyenne de 612$ pour 
chacun d’eux… phénoménal!  Félicitations à 
tous les acteurs impliqués dans ce grand 
succès. 
 
Malgré notre grande réussite, c’est toujours un 
peu amer, et certainement frustrant, pour qui 
aime planifier ses activités sur la base d’une 
année financière.  Nous sommes certains que 
vous vous êtes demandés, et ce à plus d’une 
reprise « Pourquoi ne nous ont-ils pas donné cet 

argent là au début de l’année, lorsque nous en 
avions le plus besoin? »  Cela ne fait pas de 
sens pour nous d’ailleurs, malgré que cela soit 
souvent de cette façon que les jeux financiers 
des FC se déroulent… c’est pourquoi vous 
devez être un opportuniste.  D’accord... alors à 
quoi s’attendre pour cette année?  Et bien, le 
SMR et moi avons récemment demandé au 
comité exécutif du cmdt des Svcs S la 
permission de présenter un « plan stratégique 
de dépenses pour la 1re Unité dentaire. »  Le 
résultat de cette présentation a été très 
encourageant et positif.  Nous avons reçu une 
somme supplémentaire de 2 millions $ de plus 
que tout ce que nous avons dépensé l’année 
dernière.  Une grande partie de cet argent a 
immédiatement été engagée à l’embauche de 
personnel supplémentaire.  Éloges au 
commandant!  En conséquence, l’adjum Luneau 
enverra bientôt les messages qui supporteront 
la quasi-totalité de vos demandes en personnel, 
et il nous restera encore un peu d’argent en 
banque pour l’utiliser avec la Croix Bleue et des 
embauches supplémentaires de personnel!  Le 
message ici c’est que l’aide est sur le point 
d’arriver! 
 
Notre message pour vous c’est qu’il faut 
pleinement prendre avantage de cette situation 
pour stabiliser et stopper cet état de piètre santé 
dentaire qui s’est développée au cours des 
dernières années.  La Croix Bleue n’est certes 
pas notre moyen préféré pour dispenser les 
soins dentaires, particulièrement à cause du 
fardeau administratif et le contrôle de la qualité 
qu’il représente.  Ce serait toutefois fantastique 
si nous pouvions atteindre un degré acceptable 
de dotation dans nos dét et pouvoir continuer à 
utiliser ce moyen pour « prendre une bouchée » 
dans notre « dette dentaire. »  En ce début 
d’année financière, nous sollicitons encore une 
fois votre support et votre patience de manière à 
ce que nous puissions tous ensemble, et ce en 
toute confiance, aller de l’avant.  Nous sommes 
certains que nous serons très bientôt 
récompensés lorsque OP RETORE sera 
pleinement entériné et rappelons-nous que nous 
avons déjà une longueur d’avance 
comparativement à l’année passée.  Ne lâchez 
pas; nous sommes prêts pour un nouveau 
départ des plus incroyable. 
 
Avec sincères remerciements et appréciations, 
 
Lcol Goheen, cmdt/A et l’adjuc Giroux, SMR de 
l’Unité 
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Gagetown Christmas 
By Cpl Paula Dyke/ MCpl Faye Rosenberg 

1 Dental Unit Det Gagetown  

On Dec 14, the staff and spouses of 1 Dent 
Det GT gathered at Maj Teo Russu’s home 
for our annual Christmas get-together.  We 
were treated to a fabulous breakfast, lovingly 
prepared by our civilian and military dentists.  
And what a feast it was!  Everything was 
made fresh, nothing bought.  We had Hot 
Cross Buns and Brazilian Coffee with Real 
Cream in it, pancakes, bacon, waffles…and 
Brazilian Coffee with Real Cream!   Large 
caramelized sticky buns, golden crisp 
crumpets, potato hash brown, omelettes, 
huge bone of honey ham …… and Brazilian 
coffee with real cream! After another busy 
year and many changes within our unit, this 
was most appreciated.  Oh, by the way… did I 
mention we had Brazilian coffee with real 
cream! 
 
Our “Chinese gift exchange” and “the good 
laugh award” also took place.  Some of the 
gifts exchanged can be left to your 
imagination!   Lots of good laughs were had 
by all. 
 
The “Good Laugh Award”, following tradition, 
was given to a staff member who, in part, 
caused this year’s funniest dental experience 
at our clinic.  It kinda goes like this …….. 
While sitting at the chair and accidentally 
leaning on the air/water syringe and talking up 
a storm, the “recipient of the award”, did not 
realize the amount of water that was pouring 
onto the lower half to mid body of the patient, 
“if you get my drift”.   The patient didn’t say 
anything until he was well on his way to 
drowning.  After having enough water he 
decided to interrupt the conversation by 
asking for paper towels.  He was adamant 
about the fact that he did not wet himself and 
was very determined to have the “recipient of 
the award” help to dry him up… Needless to 
say … that did not happen!   Luckily, this took 
place on a warm summer day.  
 

The highlight of this special day was the 
fabulous performance given by our very own 
“Tofflemire Band”.    This group consisted of 
Maj Teo Russu, pianist, Capt Tim Giddens, 
guitarist, Capt Dave Lee, vocalist, Capt Ray 
Liew, guitarist, Capt Lance Schaefer, vocalist 
and Dr. Vivian Hsu as the violinist.  They 
would get together once or twice a week to 
practice for their season debut.  WHAT A 
PERFORMANCE THEY GAVE; the 
Christmas carols were elegantly performed 
and we were so amazed by all of their talent.   
AND THEY DID THIS FOR US!   A lot of hard 
work and effort was put forth by the band and 
it was very much appreciated by all.  Although 
we are sad that we will be losing a few 
members of our “Tofflemire Band” this coming 
year, we are hoping that they will return for an 
encore appearance next year. 
 
The amazing home cooked breakfast, “The 
Great Laugh Award, the Toffelmire Band, and 
the Chinese gift fight”… I mean gift exchange 
.…  was a day to remember and we are all 
looking forward to our next “get-together”.   
Oh, I almost forgot, we had BRAZILIAN 
COFFEE WITH REAL CREAM!!    AND THEY 
DID THIS FOR US! 
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CFDS Personnel have Exciting Visit to Atlanta  
By Corporal Debora McKay 
1 Dental Unit Det Borden 

photos provided by MWO Mike Wilson and WO Remi Desmarais 

The Westin Hotel, where most CFDS 
personnel stayed, was damaged 

I was very excited to be chosen to attend 
the 96th Thomas P. Hinman Dental Meeting 
in Atlanta Georgia, along with Maj Don 
Trider, Capt Suzanne West, MWO Mike 
Wilson, WO Remi Desmarais, WO Carole 
Buxcey, WO Linda White, Sgt Dawn Ingram 
and Sgt Andy Plante.  We arrived in Atlanta, 
Georgia to sunny skies and NO snow, on 12 
Mar 2008.   

 
The conference is named after Dr. Thomas 
P. Hinman, who was born in Stratford, ON 
in 1870.  His family moved to Atlanta shortly 
after his birth and he received his D.D.S. 
degree there in 1891.  He was recognized 
for his contributions to education in the field 
of dentistry and served in numerous 
capacities, including President of the 
National Dental Association.  The 
convention was originally known as the 
Southern Mid-Winter Clinic but was 
posthumously re-named the Thomas P. 
Hinman Dental Meeting. 
 
The meeting is a huge affair drawing dental 
professionals from all over the United States 
and Canada.  It is housed at the Georgia 
World Conference Center in downtown 
Atlanta and the adjacent Omni Hotel.  Over 
23,000 people attended the meeting 
including; 5,932 Dentists; 3.837 Hygienists; 
3,274 Dental Assistants, and 4,815 
exhibitors, as well as others.   
 
There were a great variety of lectures to 
attend with over 75 speakers, ranging from 
clinicians to special lecturers.  One of the 
lectures I found to be most informative was 
given by Dr. Keith Thornton on Sleep 
Disordered Breathing.  Yes, I have a 
personal interest in this topic! 
 
With so many people in attendance I 
certainly didn’t expect to see anyone I knew.  
We were pleasantly surprised to see Capt  

Domenic Belcastro who, as you may know, is 
doing his A.G.D. residency in Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina.  
 
On the evening of Friday, 14 Mar our trip to the 
conference was made very memorable when a 
tornado slammed into downtown Atlanta and 
surrounding area.  The Auxiliary Reception was 
interrupted when parts of the ceiling began 
tumbling down on people followed by a warning 
from staff to get out of the Grand Ballroom.  The 
tornado struck without warning and caused major 
damage to the area buildings including the CNN 
Center, the Omni Hotel and the Convention 
Center.  The tornado was also responsible for two 
deaths and numerous injuries.   
 
Atlanta is a friendly and beautiful city with much 
to offer and I hope to return some day.  The 
tornado was quite scary, and it certainly made our 
experience there unforgettable, but it has given 
each of us with an incredible story to tell!  
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More photos of the tornado damage in Atlanta. 
 

EF-2 tornado struck while at the Hinman 
 

MWO Mike Wilson, Sgt Andy Plante and myself were attending a dental reception at the Onmi Hotel 
when a tornado streaked through the downtown of Atlanta; all that was said to us at the time was to 
“stay away from the windows” and we were asked if everyone was fine. Other than the noticeable dust 
particles falling from the ceiling, we had no idea why they had suddenly decided to conclude the 
evening.  
 
We were then instructed to leave the ballroom in an orderly fashion, still not knowing what was actually 
happening until we crossed the door into the lobby and noticed the mayhem surrounding us: broken 
glass, wooden doors broken in half, and ceiling tiles everywhere.  
 
We then proceeded outside where the streets looked like a war zone, covered with debris of all kinds. 
Across the street, the CNN Center had all of its windows shattered. Passers-by were dazed with looks 
of disbelief at what they were witnessing. That’s when we decided to go back to our hotel to confirm if 
our rooms had been damaged.  
 
When we arrived, people were gathered in the lobby seeking shelter from another group of tornado cells 
supposedly coming our way. It took a few hours for a damage report to be produced and for the ‘All 
Clear’ to be given to return to our rooms. 
 
The biggest event that evening was the Southeastern Conference Basketball tournament at the Georgia 
Dome: by luck, the game was in overtime so everybody was kept safe while the tornado was raging 
outside. 71,000 fans would have been on the streets celebrating just as the twister would have hit. 
 
It was only the next day that we realized the extent of the damage.  Surrounded by falling glass from 
shattered windows, downed hydro lines, flattened cars and uprooted trees, it seemed unreal as we 
ventured along what was the path of the storm. 
 
Subsequently the Hinman Conference closed, mainly due to water damage in the exhibit hall. We left 
two days later, still reflecting on the odds of witnessing such a rare event! 
 

WO Rémi Desmarais 
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from left to right:  Wanda Walker, Cpl Catherine Eisenmenger, HCol George Canyon, 
Maj Brian Walker, Cpl Caroline Winters, Cpl Vera Wells 

Country Star visits Dent Det Greenwood 
By MCpl Bonnie Bailey 

1 Dental Det Greenwood gets a visit from 
the HCol George Canyon on 22 Feb 08.   
The previous day Cpl Caroline Winters had 
the pleasure of attending the investiture 
ceremony at the Annapolis Mess in which the 
country music star was officially made the 
HCol of 14 Wing Greenwood. 

 
It turns out that Cpl Winters is a fan and that 
she has a special connection in that she 
spent all her summers as a child in Pictou 
Country where HCol Canyon was raised.  To 
say the least, Cpl Winters found it hard to not 
talk about him every time she got a chance 
and had even went out to buy one of his CD’s 
for him to autograph.   
 
The clinic was abuzz the day of the visit and 
the excitement was palpable.  HCol Canyon 
came and spent time here at the clinic talking 
to the staff and enjoyed a laugh or two with 

everyone.  Several people brought cameras 
in that day and the poor HCol must have been 
blinded by the number of photos taken.  
 
The following Monday the main topic of 
conversation was how wonderful HCol 
Canyon was and how handsome he is.  Many 
autographs were signed.  Cpl Winters 
described him as a “down to earth kind of 
guy”.  I myself find that I am very envious of 
them because I was on leave that Friday.  I 
know that a lot of us here have seemed to 
rediscover a love for country music.  HCol 
Canyon will be coming back to 14 Wing 
Greenwood from time to time and I am sure 
everyone hopes he will drop into the clinic 
again at some point just to say hello.   

 
This is MCpl Bonnie Bailey signing off. 
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Passage to South Africa 
Humanitarian mission Supported by Kindness in Action 

NDWANA Village, South Africa 

by Cpl Julie Lavoie, 1 DU Det Geilenkirchen 

South Africa has one of the highest rates of 
HIV/AIDS in the world. This unprecedented 
crisis has resulted in more than one million 
orphans across the country, including the 
village of Ndwana. Edzimkulu, is a Society 
which support’s Children affected by AIDS 
which is located in Edmonton. Kindness in 
Action, located in St Paul, Alberta, decided to 
add their partnership to this community after 
being requested to by Edzimkulu, and sent 
two dental teams. Members from 1 DU Det 
Geilenkirchen, including Maj Colin Duffy 
(Dentist), Cpl Julie Lavoie (Dental Tech), and 
Ms Amber Ryan (Civilian Hygienist), decided 
recently to volunteer our time to provide 
dental treatment to the village of Ndwana 
along with the other members of the Kindness 
in Action Team from western Canada.     

 
I didn’t know what to expect upon arrival in 
this remote village. All I knew was we would 
be working with orphans and some of them 
were affected by AIDS.  Upon arrival I quickly 
realized we would be working in an 
improvised treatment area. 
They had transformed their 
community center for us to 
use. The dental chairs were 
simply a couple of school 
desks attached together to 
make a flat surface to be able 
to lie down the patient. It was 
fortunate that we kept our 
blankets and pillows from the 
flight, as we were able to use 
them to make headrests, 
thereby adding a bit more 
comfort to our patients.  We 
were assigned translators from 
the community who became 
an integral part of our working 
day. They helped to bridge the 
language gap between us and 
the patients, and with the help 
of the translators everyone had 
learned a little bit of Zulu by the end of the 
week.  

I worked the Triage line for most of my seven 
days there, and with the help of the translator 
I was trying to determine what treatment each 
patient required. Not an easy job considering 
everyone needed some form of treatment; the 
majority of patients needed multiple 
procedures done.  It’s was heart breaking to 
see the children most of whom it was their 
first time getting dental hygiene instructions.  
They all wore big smiles in spite of all the 
visible Nursing Bottle decay. It was a 
mentally, physically and emotionally draining 
week for all of us. At the end of the 2 weeks, 
the two dental teams saw approximately one 
thousand patients from the village of Ndwana 
and surrounding area. 

 
I am thankful to have had this opportunity to 
see a part of the world that I have never seen, 
and to be a part of the humanitarian effort. 
The memories of the sights and sounds and 
all our efforts, will stay with me forever.
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CFDS Winter Working Group Highlights 
8-15 Feb 2008, CFB Trenton 

by Major Richard Groves, D DPP2  

Colonel Becker prepares to brief HQ on the need for 
more dental resources… 

Once again 1 Dent Det Trenton, led by Maj 
Margaret Cupples and Sgt Tracey Garnier, 
hosted the annual CFDS Winter Working 
Group, a busy week of merit boards, 
continuing education, meetings, sports and 
social occasions. Kudos to the Trenton staff 
and incremental staff who looked after 
accommodation, meals, transportation, 
entertainment and the set-up and tear-down 
of the many venues. 
 
For those of us not participating in the boards, 
the week started with a Meet and Greet on 
Sunday night, which was a great opportunity 
to catch up with friends and have a few 
laughs. Monday was dedicated to briefings 
from D Dent Svcs staff and presentations 
from two of the dental teams recently back 
from Afghanistan. 
 
The biggest topic of discussion was CFDS 
RESTORE. Unless you have been hiding in a 
cave for the last year, you are aware that 
CFDS RESTORE is a major initiative to obtain 
the necessary treatment teams, administrative 
personnel, and infrastructure to re-establish 
our capability to deliver the necessary dental 
care to the CF. This has involved a huge 
amount of work by many people, and the 
future is looking good. CMP, MGen Semianiw, 
is committed to its success.  The largest 
clinics are already seeing the results of this 
work with the hiring of AS02s and CR04s to 
help with clinic administration. 
 
After explaining the impact of CFDS 
RESTORE, and what work still needs to be 
done, Col Becker introduced a 10-minute 
spoof video comparing recent CFDS history to 
the plot of the Star Wars movies, which 
included the photos accompanying this 
article. 
 
After a lively coffee break, Col Becker made 
the following presentations to deserving 
CFDS members, starting with LCol Dwayne 

Lemon, who was presented with the first 
clasp to his Canada Decoration, denoting 22 
years of dedicated service.  
 
Director Dental Services’ coins, 
commissioned and provided by Col Becker, 
were awarded to: 
� Sgt Sonia Besmargian, for her role as 

DCC; 
� WO Jacques Tremblay, for his role in ops; 
� Sgt Chuck Burley, for his role in ops; 
� MWO Tim Morash, for his role as DCC; 
� WO Leah Marche, for her role in ops; 
� MWO Linda Savoie, for her role as DCC; 
� Maj Mario Mailhot, for his role in ops; 
� Capt Simon Abbey, for his role in ops; 
� Capt Suzanne West, for her role in ops; 

and 
� Maj Brenda Joy, for her role as A/DDC. 
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LCol Gilles Lévesque (aka Kwi Gon Gilles) and Maj Richard Groves 

 (aka Richard Skywriter) were presented with D Dent Svcs Commendations 
 for their contributions to CFDS RESTORE. 

Director’s Commendations were presented to 
WO Remi Desmarais for his hard work and 
selfless dedication, as exemplified by his 
support to the SEV replacement project, the 
Joint Support Ship project, the creation of a 
new dental clinic in Afghanistan, the Yagri 
Island Orphanage project and the hygiene 
get-well program; and to LCol Gilles 
Lévesque and Major Richard Groves for their 
contributions to CFDS RESTORE. 
 
WWG Monday nights are bowling nights. To 
add to the fun this year, the first Challenge 
Cup competition between the CFDS 
leadership and the US Army Dental Corps 
guests was bowling. SGM Richard Orona led 
the American team to victory, winning the 
‘Highest Single Score Male’ and the ‘Highest 
Aggregate’ events. The rest the team was 
made up of SGM Bill Fitzgerald, SGM Ed 
Battles and our own Cpl Valerie Morin. MCpl 
Sylvia Meade scored the ‘Highest Score 
Single Female.’ 
 
On Tuesday the officers had a series of CE 
lectures at the Officers’ Mess. The variety of 

topics and the fresh material was exceptional. 
Meanwhile CWO Leitch and the Dent Techs 
enjoyed a professional development day in 
the WOs and Sgts’ Mess. 
 
That night we met in the Astra Lounge for a 
mess dinner. Following tradition, the winners 
of the Thompson Trophy were announced just 
before moving into the dining room. Normally 
the winners join the head table, so the seating 
plan can give a clue as to who will receive this 
prestigious award. BGen (ret’d) Bill 
Thompson, who donated the trophy, was just 
as surprised as the rest of us when he 
opened the envelope and announced the 
winner – 1 Dental Unit, for a most impressive 
response to CF Operational Tempo, which 
epitomized organizational teamwork and 
support to operations on a national level, 
despite occurring during a year of significant 
staffing shortages which tested our 
personnel’s dedication and resolve as never 
before. The head table just wasn’t that big, so 
the seating plan didn’t change to 
accommodate the winners. 
 

This year the guest of 
honour at the dinner 
was BGen Hillary 
Jaeger, DGHS/Comd H 
Svcs Gp/Surg Gen. Col 
Becker noted it had 
been 8 years since a 
DGHS had joined the 
dental branch for a 
mess dinner. After a 
wonderful meal, and a 
lively dinner supported 
by Sgt Smith and the 8 
Wing Band, she was 
heard to comment that 
it had been a long time 
since she had that 
much fun at a mess 
dinner. There is also no 
doubt that she will 
recognize Maj Frank 
Hedley when he is 
posted to the halls of 
NDMC this summer. 
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WWG 08 Curling – 44th Annual CFDS Bonspiel Winners  
Event Winners Runners Up 

A 
Wansbrough Trophy 

Col Scott Becker 
LCol (ret’d) Eric Reid 
Mr Bruce MacLeod 
Maj Frank Hedley 

Sgt Scott Swindells 
MWO Sylvain Luneau 
SGM Bill Fitzgerald 
Mr Mike Brennan 

B 
RCDC Officers’ Curling 

Trophy 

Maj Colin Duffy 
WO Angie Martineau 
Lt(N) Kris Knight 
Maj Glenda Ross 

Maj Francine Lavoie 
MWO Linda Savoie 
Sgt Maryse Binnette 
Maj Ray Warmerdam 

C 
RCDC Senior NCOs’ 

Trophy 

LCol Tom Anderson 
LCol Bruce Gerry 
LCol Nancy Dubois 
LCol Martin Brochu 

Maj Tim Barter 
Capt Suzanne West 
Sgt Tod Sinclair 
Capt (ret’d) Al Brown 

D 
CFDS Branch Chief 

Warrant Officer’s Trophy 

Maj  Sandra Labbé 
Maj Christine Holmes 
Capt Joel Doucette 
Capt Raegan Meadows 

Maj Luc Langevin 
Capt Ashley Mark 
Capt Simon Abbey 

 

In addition to the curling bonspiel (see results 
posted separately) there was also a volleyball 
tournament this year. Six teams competed for 
the new Colonel Commandant’s trophy and 
the newly designed crests for the champions. 
The winning team, captained by Capt Joseph 
Franklin, included Sgt Madonna Savery, Cpl 
Valerie Morin, Maj Annie Larouche and Maj 
Brenda Joy. The runners-up were Cpl Richard 
Ross, WO Richard Asselin, WO Jacques 

Tremblay, Maj Trenna Reeve and LCol Gilles 
Levesque. 
  
Thursday night the curling, bowling and 
volleyball trophies and crests were awarded 
to the winning teams at the Awards Banquet, 
again held in the Astra Lounge.  
 
Friday morning was a great day for Maj 
Cupples and Sgt Garnier and their staff. After 
three valuable hours of continuing education 
lectures, they finally got to see the departure 
of the attendees! If you have ever been 
involved in organizing one of these weeks, 
you will know just how much work goes on, 
starting weeks before the attendees even 
arrive. After a solid week totally filled with 
work and social events, we were all feeling a 
bit tired – just imagine how much extra work 
and effort the organizing staff had to put in. 
I’m sure it was a relief to know the working 
group was successfully completed, and to 
start the return to a normal routine.
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News from Det Toronto 
By Sgt Roxanne Boudreau, DCC Toronto 

 
� Det Toronto is pleased to annouce that Cpl Arielle McLelland has been accepted into the hygiene 

program at George Brown College for the fall 2008 semester.  Congratulations and good luck from 
us all! 

� Congratulations to Capt Jason Yee for completing the Prosthodontics course in Borden. 
� Congratulations to Ms. Shelley Calder who successfully completed her chemistry upgrade with 

honours! 
� Det Toronto and Det Borden will be participating at the dental display booth during the 2008 ODA 

spring conference. 
� Det Toronto is reaping the benefits of having Maj Lai, Periodontist on staff.  Maj Lai is a Res F 

Class "A" service member who brings a wealth of clinical experience and knowledge to the clinic 
once a month.  Maj Lai is the head of the Periodontics program at University of Toronto. 

� Christmas was happily celebrated by all Det members by attending the musical production of 
"Dirty Dancing" at the Royal Alexander Theatre in downtown Toronto.  None of us have admitted 
to being able to  'merengue' yet! 

� Ms. Allison Rolfe celebrated the marriage of her middle daughter, Nicole, in the Dominican 
Republic in February. 

� A large welcome to Cpl Beatriz Resendez-Lira, who joined our Det in Dec 07 directly from St-
Jean.  She barely had time to set her combat boots at the clinic before being whisked off to BDT 
and QL5 trg in Borden…good luck and happy learning! 

 

2008 Canadian Dental Hygienists Association Events 
 

This year, instead of having the traditional Canadian Dental Hygienists Association (CDHA) Annual 
Conference, CDHA is hosting Navigating the Imagination - Leadership Invitationa l, a unique 3-
day event, at the Rimrock Resort Hotel, Banff Alberta, May 26 – 28, 2008 to support the CDHA’s 
commitment to foster members’ professional growth. This Invitational will help to shape tomorrow’s 
dental hygiene leaders and engage members to be part of exciting changes within the dental 
hygiene profession. Participants will have an opportunity to network with others who are interested 
in leadership and to engage with colleagues in an environment that promotes networking and 
bonding with others who have similar aspirations and interests. During the event participants will 
analyze and discuss critical leadership issues and collaboratively create vision and mentorship 
within the dental hygiene community. Together Dental Hygienists can guide the future direction of 
the dental hygiene profession! Further information can be found on the Canadian Dental Hygienists 
Association website.   
 

Also, there will be a CDHA Product Showcase Goes Live on June 21, 2008 Toronto, Ontario. 
CDHA is bringing together the best in the oral health care industry to showcase the latest products. 
Learn about the newest product innovations and advancements in the oral health industry at this 
unique one day event, focused on bringing dental hygienists and oral health care companies 
together to share and learn. Further information can be found on the Canadian Dental Hygienists 
Association website. 
 
MWO M.A.M. Roberge, CFDS Sr Dental Hygienist 
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       CFDS Dent Techs in the PAD 
By Cpl Misty Finnamore, Dent Det Petawawa  

At the end of Nov 06, I found out that I was 
being considered for a ROTO, but only if the 
Americans decided not to fill the PAD 
positions, although I wasn’t sure what “those 
positions” would entail. The next few weeks 
were busy with courses, training and going 
home for Christmas to say goodbye to my 
family.  I was then deployed to Afghanistan 
from 11 Jan to 3 Aug 2007.  Cpl Jordana 
Malone, a Dent Tech from 1 Cdn Fd Hosp, 
and I left on 9 Jan for Afghanistan and WO 
Leah Marche had left one week before us.  As 
our positions had to be filled immediately, we 
had to fly civilian flights instead of military.  
We finally arrived in Afghanistan on 11 Jan 
after long flights and layovers.   

 
It didn’t feel real when I stepped off the plane.  
I was both excited and scared about the 
experience I was facing.  Our Chief Clerk 
picked us up at the airport, showed us around 
the Role 3 hospital, the camp and then to our 
rooms.  It was hard to concentrate on 
everything because I was so tired from the 
time change and jet lag.  The Camp looked so 

big; I didn’t think I would ever find my way 
around.   The weather was cooler than I 
expected but nothing compares to Canadian 
winters.  A couple of months after we arrived, 
the weather warmed up and that’s when I 
really got to experience the smell that 
everyone talks about.  It is truly horrible.  
     
The day after we arrived, we were 
immediately immersed in our duties.  It took a 
couple of weeks to become comfortable and 
considered old pros.  I won’t bore you with all 
the details of our job since WO Marche has 
already explained them in last April’s 
newsletter.   There were crazy days and then 
there were slow days.  We all loved the slow 
days because that meant that no one had 
been injured.  
 
One of our busiest days was 18 Feb; it was 
our first mass casualty.  We were awakened 
at 0600 hrs to learn that a Chinook had 
crashed with 22 American soldiers on board.  
At the same time, there was a separate 
incident but luckily, with no serious injuries.  

Everyone from the Role 3 
hospital was called in 
along with the Canadian 
Role 1, the American 
Role 1 and the British.   
 
Once the patients started 
arriving, we went to work 
collecting all their 
information and 
belongings.  Thirteen 
patients were injured 
seriously enough to 
require evacuation to 
Germany for further 
treatment. 
 
This is when the PAD 
gets really busy.  We had 
to enter each patient’s 
personal and medical 
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Cpl Misty Finnamore posing with 
 the Stanley Cup 
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information into the Joint Patient 
Movement Regulating Centre (JPMRC) 
computer system in order for a flight to 
be sent to collect the patients.  It is quite 
stressful because most of the patients 
that need to be sent out are in critical 
condition, and time can make the 
difference between life and death.  They 
are depending on us to get the 
information out quickly so flights can be 
arranged immediately.   
 
By 2230, 11 patients had left on a C-17 
and we were dismissed for some much 
needed rest.  The next day, we had a 
special lung team fly in to accompany 
the last 2 patients on their flight to 
Germany.  It had been a very busy and 
stressful couple of days.  All the patients 
arrived in Germany and then were sent 
back to the United States for further 
treatment.  Four months later, we heard 
that only 5 patients were still in the 
hospital.   
 
It wasn’t always work, all the time.  British 
entertainers put on a concert for us with 2 
comedians, a band and 3 dancing girls.  As 
you can imagine, the girl dancers were a big 
hit with all the guys.  We also had a kitchen 
party with Canadian East Coast musicians 
and a comedian.  The concerts always 
boosted everyone’s spirits.  There were also a 
lot of activities on Canada Day as well as a 
visit by the Stanley Cup.  I stayed up all night 
long trying to get on TV when the Stanley Cup 
came.  I phoned my parents and told them to 
watch the hockey game just in case I was on 
during Coach’s Corner.  My Dad said that he 

heard me laughing first and then saw me at 
the corner of the screen.  I can’t imagine how 
he would’ve heard me first! 
 
After 7 months I was very excited to get 
home.  I missed just doing everyday things 
like going to a mall and grocery store.  I could 
watch a movie on something bigger than my 
laptop.  Even though I was happy to get 
home, I would go back anytime I would be 
asked.  I met so many great people and made 
great friends, lifelong relationships.  I am very 
honoured to have been given this opportunity; 
I would strongly recommend going on tour to 
anyone who is considering it. 
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The Back Page –  
En commençant par la fin 

I’m glad I had a spare gavel…. 
Je suis bien contente d’avoir un 

marteau de rechange… 

Maj Labbé calls for a high, hard shot… 
Essayez de garder la pierre alignée sur mon balai… 

 

MWO Mike ‘Tornado’ Wilson visited Atlanta; WO Remi Desmarais caught in the path of destruction. 
Adjum Mike ‘Tornade’ Wilson a visité Atlanta; moins chanceux, l’adj Desmarais s’est retrouvé dans le trajet 

de la tornade. 


